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The way many people learn

data science

🎓 Study the algorithms

🛠 Apply the algorithms

💪 Practice on toy datasets 
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If machine learning is 20% modelling
and 80% data prep…

…. why is data prep not taught? 



Data scientists treat datasets as static
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🧑🏫What they learn in courses

🎲 It’s what most online competitions focus on

🎓 Because that’s what they do in academia

🛠It’s what most tools are being built for



But datasets should not be static



Example: Data Science Bowl 2017 
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Example: Data Science Bowl 2017 
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- Julian de Wit, 2nd place

“For this solu,on, engineering 
the train set was an essen,al 
– if not the most essen,al –
part.”



Example: Data Science Bowl 2017 
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Data-Centric AI
competition



Data-centric AI is the discipline of 
systematically engineering the data used 

to build an AI system.



Data-Centric AI competition
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• Model is fixed (ResNet50)

• Roman numerals from 1 to 10

• 3K images in a train/validation set split

• Labelbook with to-be-expected examples of each 

class

TASK

Enhance the dataset to a maximum of 10K images that 

maximizes the model accuracy on a hidden test set



Use low-tech tools to get started 
together

OUR SOLUTION
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Improve label quality

1. Get predic?ons from baseline model

2. Focus on discrepancies between the 

model and the ground truth

3. Individually annotate and create 

annotator consensus



LESSON ONE

The labeling IS the learning
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❌ Some data points simply 

needed to be removed
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Lessons learnt
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Sample from training set

Sample from valida8on set

❌ Some data points simply 

needed to be removed

🙅 Lack of consensus between

annotators was oDen about

the same classes 

✍ Different styles  of wri?ng

⁉ Difference in train/valida?on..?? 

set?! 



Use embeddings to get a sense 
of typicality and style

OUR SOLUTION
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Visualize the data

1. Pass all the data through the 

network to obtain the 

embeddings

2. Perform UMAP

3. Visualize using interac?ve 

library







LESSON TWO

Don’t be afraid to rebalance the
train/test split



Use data augmentaBon to
enrich your dataset

OUR SOLUTION



Augment your dataset
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🎨 Transform existing data 

points to create augmented

versions
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Augment your 
dataset

1. Transform existing data points to 

create augmented versions

2. Create counterfactuals



LESSON THREE

Make it easy to quickly iterate over 
datasets







DCAI compeBBon
What did others do?



Synap6c-AnN

1. Manual data cleaning

2. Manual data genera?on

3. Auto data genera?on

4. Distribu?on and style 

replica?on

5. Filtering by vote

Best performance

Read about it at 
www.deeplearning.ai/data-centric-ai-competition-synaptic-ann/



Innotescus

1. Data cleaning

2. Rebalancing train & test dataset

3. Rebalancing subclasses using 

embeddings

4. Rebalancing edge cases with hard 

examples 

Best performance

Read about it at 
https://www.deeplearning.ai/data-centric-ai-competition-innotescus/

Imbalance between lower and uppercase numerals
(Innotescus chart)



Divakar Roy

1. Separate noise

2. Camera distortion onto skewed 

grid

3. Overlay into canvas

4. Data quality assessment and 

cleaning up

Best performance

Read about it at 
https://www.deeplearning.ai/data-centric-ai-competition-divakar-roy/



The why of
Data-Centric AI
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The compe))ve advantage of data scien)sts 

lies in everything that surrounds the model.

🧱 Founda?on models & transfer learning



The why of data-centric AI
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Andrew Ng, MLOps: From Model-centric to Data-centric AI
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💪 Improve performance
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The why of data-centric AI
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🧱 Foundation models & transfer learning

💪 Improve performance

Big data problems can also small data problems





The why of data-centric AI
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🧱 Founda?on models & transfer learning

💪 Improve performance

🤝 Enables beOer collabora?on

Solid

nodule

Part-solid

nodule

Ground-glass

nodule

Nodule type classification



The why of data-centric AI
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🧱 Foundation models & transfer learning

💪 Improve performance

🤝 Enables better collaboration
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🧱 Founda?on models & transfer learning

💪 Improve performance

🤝 Enables beOer collabora?on



“The focus has to shift from big 
data to good data. Having 50 
thoughtfully engineered 
examples can be sufficient to 
explain to the neural network 
what you want it to learn.” 

- Andrew Ng



Data quality
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• Consistent data labels

Credit: Michael Bernstein
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Data quality
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• Consistent data labels

• Complete and representa6ve data

Train set

Real world example
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• Consistent data labels

• Complete and representa6ve data

• Unbiased data



How do we get to 
Data-Centric AI? 



Development of Data-Centric AI
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Data-centric AI is the discipline of 
systema7cally engineering the data used 

to build an AI system.
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Development of Data-Centric AI
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1. Individuals take an interest

2. Adopted by many as best practice

3. Systematic tools  are developed



“But I like building models!”



Model-centric AI Data-centric AI



Thank you! 


